THE REPORT ON THE VISIT OF STAR YOUTH ASSOCIATION (SYA), VELUGODU, ANDHRA PRADESH ON 28TH AUGUST-2016

The Support of Educational & Economic Development (SEED), USA Team consisting of Sri Syed Hussaini Executive Director of SEED and Sri S.Mujeebuddin have visited the Tailoring Center of Star Youth Association. The trainees of Tailoring centre have given a warm welcome by the visitors. The Tailoring instructor Mrs.S.Fathima Bi explained the administrative guide lines and reporting system of the Tailoring center. The team member of Sri S.Mujeebuddin enquired and asking to Tailoring instructor and trainees in the following questionnaires.
(Q). How many members in this batch? Which month is started in this batch?
Ans: 28 Members, in March-2016 this batch was started.
(Q). How much fee was collected? Are you stitching school uniforms?
Ans: No fee collected in this institution, the school uniforms are also stitching.
(Q) After the completion of training what about plans to Income Generation Activities?
Ans: Were given to Economic Support to start the Garments Center for all of the members.
(Q) Are you trained to Embroidery Course?
Ans: Yes it’s included to one month training of Embroidery Course.
(Q). How many members to got Sewing Machines?
Ans: No members are got Sewing Machine.
(Q). How much cost of Sewing Machine?
Ans: The cost of Sewing machine was Rs.5000/- to Rs.6500/-
(Q). How many members getting own houses?
Ans: 50% trainers are getting the own houses.
After the Sri S.Mujeebuddin questionnaires the Tailoring Instructor of Mrs.S.Fathima Bi was Tailoring & Embroidery Stitching Albums shows to Sri.Syed Hussaini after that he blessed best wishes to trainees and take photo graph to all trainers.
Interact with Financial Aid to Widows Members:

The Team has interacted with Financial Aid to Widows Members. Sri Syed Hussaini was asking some questions to one widow which names as Mrs. Shaik Arifun. She tell about his working as labour in Bricks industry she getting wage daily Rs. 100/- to 150/- another widow which names as Mrs. Syed Jubeda tells about the Economic status of his family and she asked to one Sewing Machine to increase his family Economic status as per the support of SEED. The team member asked to another widow his name as Mrs. M. Afzar Khatun she tells about his girls child P. Aneesha Shahin was studying B.Pharmacy during this year she request to Economic Support of her Education. After that the team member of SEED Sri Syed Hussaini promised to help Economic support Rs. 5000/- for girl child education purpose.
The Team of SEED Sri. S. Mujeebuddin and Sri. Syed Hussaini is Monitoring the Destitute Home for Orphan Girls

Stock Room and Kitchen

Visited to Destitute Home for Orphan Girls:

The Team members of SEED visited to Destitute Home for Orphan Girls. In this home the team has monitoring to Store Room and verified to Stock Register. Mr. K. Khadar Vali Care Taker shows of present stock and he explained maintenance of stock. The team member of SEED was given suggestion to enter the bill number in stock register. After that the team members of Sri. Syed Mujeebuddin visit to the Kitchen room to enquired to cook and asking question to daily which items were cooking and how many children’s to eat food. Sri. Syed Hussaini enquired to children’s accommodation rooms and given suggestion to provide carpets in all rooms.
The team visit to Educational hall the Orphan Girls have given a warm welcome by the visitors. The President & CEO of SYA Sri S.C.Hassain was introduce to Destitute Home Teachers and Aaya. Sri Syed Mujeebuddin asking about teachers qualifications and his family background. Sri S.C.Hassain shows to visitors Fixed Food Menu board and Time Table board. Sri Syed Hussaini talk with childrens to his Names, Education, Family background, Food, Security, how to go school by walk or transport facility and how many facilities provide to SYA. Sri Syed Mujebuddin given suggestions to teachers to teach must be a Human Values and Pray Namaz at five times daily. The team members of SEED verified to Attendance Register, Students Movement Register after that to distribute sweets to all Childrens and taken photograph with students.
The Team Members of SEED Sri.S.Mujeebuddin and Sri Syed Hussaini are Verified Registers of Destitute Home for Orphan Girls

Sri Syed Hussaini Executive Director of SEED and Sri S.C.Hassain President & CEO of SYA Group Destitute Home for Orphan Girls
Meeting with Sri S.C.Hassain President & CEO of SYA:

The Team members of SEED after completion of his interaction arrange meeting to Sri S.C.Hassain President & CEO of SYA in this meeting to recommend the following points.

1. To Provide one Computer Education Center and also included to Net working basic courses
2. In future to provide school to Destitute Home
3. Recommended to provide 10 Sewing Machines in each Tailoring Trainee batch
4. To Recommended increase amount to Financial Aid to widows
5. To Start a Garments Protection Center as early as possible with Tailoring Center Trainees.

Report prepared by

S.C. Hassain
President & CEO
Star Youth Association (SYA).